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 T-Shelter Cluster Meeting  

1 July 2010, UN Base, Leogane, 13:00 – 14:00  

 
AGENDA  

 
1. Welcome and introductions of new members 
2. Approval of minutes 
3. Information Management: field updates from partners/coordination 

zones/CCCM relocation sites 
4. Contingency/evacuation plans 
5. Other points: Haiti infographic/ Radio messages 
 
 

Participants 
Organisation Name Title Email Tel 
Shelter Cluster Lenka Blanárová Field Hub coordinator shelterhaiti2010coord7@gmail.com 3796 9828 

Shelter Cluster Minu Kumar 

Limbu 

Information manager shelterhaiti2010.im4@gmail.com 3466 2802 

Shelter Cluster Jackson Lochard Assistant shelter 

Cluster 

shelterhaiti2010.im3@gmail.com 3492 5483 

ACTED Philippe Jantzem Shelter intem philippe.jantzem@acted.org 38826164  

ACTED Aurelie FERRY PM Shelter aurelie.ferry@acted.org 3701-3778 

CARE Louigens 

VALMOND 

Shelter Engineer louigensv.70@hotmail.com 3492 6112 

CARE Raghuram S Shelter & Settlements raghu1962@gmail.com 36226441 

CARE Kate Crawford Shelter field advisor katecarehaiti@gmail.com 34925452 

CARE Yves Champagne Interpreter yves.champagne@alumni.northwestern

.edu 

37520141 

CARITAS Austria Andrea Zauner   andrea.zauner@caritas-austria.at 38853822 

CARITAS Austria Ricus 
Jacometti 

Consultant live.hoods mailto:siredwin3@hotmail.com   

CARITAS Austria Brunard Michel Assistant de projet brunard1981@hotmail.com 34250468 
CARITAS P-au-P Pierre Bethony Coodonnateur de 

site 
mailto:beate.maass@malteser-
international.org 

34870525 

Collectif action Beatrice Resil Directrice Generale adhhaiti@hotmail.com 36909952 
Cordaid Ernst Moor   ernst.moor@cordai.net 36905331 

Cordaid Jip Nlissen Shelter Field Officer jip.nelissen@cordaid.net 34867504 

CRC Patick Robitaille Shelter Manager patrick.robitaille@redcross.ca 37011599 

CRWRC Charles Allandes Technical team joosseekcc@hotmail.com 3712 1372 

CRWRC Kevin ABMA Consultant kvnabma@gmail.com   

CRWRC Phil Consultant Mgr philwest@yahoo.com 37114039 
GRC Bettira 

Margenstern 
Shelter Coordinnator drkhti09@drkamericas.de 34910881 

GRC Francisco 
Franco 

Shelter Delegate fffrancog@yahoo.es 34307917 

GTZ Adi Walner Technical Advisor adi.walker@gtz.de 38368015 

HAVEN Anne Maguire Contry Director anne.maguire@heavenpatnership.com 37655642 
HAVEN Farah Dorisme Community 

development worker 
farah.dorisme@havenpatnership.com 37068380 

HFHI Duwolph Pierre       

HODR Nathaniel 

Harrold 

Program coodinnator nate@hord.org 39354839 
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Intersos Stephanie 

Puccetti 

Camp Manager stephanie.puccetti@gmail.com 34530820 

IRD Igor Samac Program officer mailto:jkedermine@yahoo.fr   

IRD Soeven Lindolt Shelter Advisor slindholt@ird-dc.org   

Medic Chenet Ulysse Directeur General medichaiti@yahoo.fr 38139811 

Samaritan's 

Purse 

Jeff Griffin Shelter Manager jgriffin@samaritan.org 3487 2705 

Samaritan's 

Purse 
Jacob Clark Shelter coordinator jclark@samaritan.org 38929924 

SASH William Brown Project Manager haiti@sahaiti.org 38354552 

 
1. Welcome and introductions of new members 
Presentations of two new SC team members, Lenka and Minu, followed by a round of 
introductions of all present participants. 
 
2. Approval of minutes 
Participants asked for minutes to be sent to them in advance (by Wednesday at the latest). 

 
3. Information Management: field updates from partn ers/coordination 
zones/CCCM relocation 

 
New information manager highlighted the importance of proper and detailed coordination 
within the Shelter Cluster as well as the need for continuous update of pertinent information 
by all partners. In this respect, participants were informed that in the course of the week they 
will be individually contacted with the aim to actualise respective data. 
 
4. Contingency/evacuation plans 
 
Following a discussion at the cluster meeting a week before and an input from the 
information manager in point 3 participants were prompted to share their contingency stock 
figures at their earliest convenience but no later than Wednesday 7 July 2010. They were 
reminded of the potential severity of the ongoing hurricane season and general expectations 
that the Shelter Cluster, being one of the key clusters, will provide for the needs of the 
affected community in case of another emergency. Participants were also communicated 
s message from the Mayor’s Office that they should evaluate their capacities with regards to 
the construction of evacuation centres (centres d’hebergement) as these will play a key role in 
any future relief efforts. The Shelter Cluster will follow up this matter closely. 
 

1. Other points 
 

a) Haiti infographic 
At the occasion of the 6-month commemoration date of the earthquake  the 
Shelter Cluster produced a one-page infographic which summarizes 
achievements of all its members since the onset of relief efforts in January 2010. 
Participants discussed different ways of reading the data, making a strong point 
about the reinforcement of contingency planning. 
 

 
b) Material share pool 

A representative of the Canadian Red Cross offered unknown amounts of wood 
and roofing to any agency in need. In return, they seek treated plywood. 
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c) Camp decongestion 
Representatives of ACTED briefed the Shelter Cluster on an increasingly dense 
situation in camps that they are managing in the city center. ACTED is looking 
into a swift relocalisation of respective families and in this respect requests 
assistance in terms of T-shelters to be assembled at individual properties. 
 
The Samaritan’s Purse confirms its capacities to help. Consequently, the 
coordinator was approached by IOM in Port-au-Prince which offers to consider 
the matter for a swift implementation. 

 
d) CCCM database 

A representative from SASH offers to share a database with 10 000 entries 
(potential T-shelter beneficiaries) collected during their CCCM activities.   

 
e) Repair kits 

Representatives of CARE informed the Shelter Cluster that within 2-weeks time 
they’re expecting an arrival of 10 000 house repair kits for future distribution to 
families in need. The Shelter Cluster members are invited to contact CARE if 
they’re interested to help identify beneficiaries and/or have a capacity to deliver 
them.  
 
Repair kits include the folowing: timber 2“x 4“, hurricane strip, 2“& 1“ nails, 
rope, plastic bag, plastic container, etc. 

 
f) Structural assessments 

Cordaid asked SC partners for assistance in the domain of structural assessments 
in Grand Goave. ACTED and HODR offered information on MTPTC/UNOPS 
activities. 
 

g) T-shelter design share pool 
Tearfund offered to share their T-shelter design with all interested parties and 
brought up several useful such as the height of foundation, distance from the sea, 
type of soil, etc.  

 
 
Next Meeting:  
THURSDAY 08 JULY 2010 AT UN BASE, LEOGANE.  
 
 
Shelter Cluster Contacts: 
Coordinator: Lenka Blanárová e: shelterhaiti2010coord7@gmail.com, t: (509) 3796 9828  
Assistant: Jackson Lochard e: shelterhaiti2010.im3@gmail.com, t: (509) 3492 5483 
Information Manager: Minu Kumar Limbu  e: shelterhaiti2010.im4@gmail.com, t: (509) 3466 2802 
Technical Coordinator: shelterhaiti2010.tech1@gmail.com 
 
Website: www.shelterhaiti.org 
 


